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You have basically two internal choices for your HIDE AWAY TRAVEL SAFE
(NB The lock system shown on these pics have been superseded with the Abloy Classic Security lock and heavy duty cam assembly.
This is a beautiful lock system - it has over 33 million different key combinations. It comes with two super strong 'nickel silver keys', which are key coded so that no one else
can steal a key from you and have it cut to break into your safe - any new key required must be cut from the key code (two copies supplied) not the key blank - either cut by
us or by Abloy Security in Sydney - a very secure system.

1./
Internal view of Hide Away Deluxe Safe. The Deluxe Safes' internals are flocked (ie heavy duty automotive finish - similar to a felt finish) black in colour. It has four
removable boxes and comes complete with a single Docking Station. About 16 thickness' of paper (documents) can still be placed under the boxes for your convenience.
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2./
Internal view of Hide Away (padded) Travel Safe, adapted to secure a digital camera and accessories. Also showing the Docking Station.

Internal view of Hide Away (padded) Travel Safe. Showing samples of use.
NB The single internal box and the padding on the base is removable for your convenience - the padding on the lid is fixed.
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Internal view of Hide Away (padded) Travel Safe. Used as an Insulin Safe. Fantastic to protect electronic gear such as GPS', Mobiles, EPIRB's etc

Below, Docking Station with 6mm craftwood packer. Necessary if fitting upside down to carpet or rubber floor (eg under the front seat) in vehicle to keep Docking Station
on one plane and therefore easy for Safe Box to slide in and out of.

Should you wish to discuss anything in further detail, contact me personally, I am readily available.
Kind Regards,
David Jackson.
Principal
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